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Editorial Note
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to the factors underlying the problem.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently the French worker-priests moved into
the center of public discussion, not ^in^ France but in
many parts of the civilized world. This group of about
100 priests, largely French but including a few Bel-
gians, has existed within the Catholic Church for over
ten years. But it had always shied away from publi-
city, realizing the greart harm which could be done
to its task by sensational reports.

A novel, published in 1952, first awoke interest
of a wider French public to the worker-priests and
their activities. The recent publicity, however, was
occasioned by a newly stated policy of the Catholic
Church towards the worker-priests. The sensational
outbursts were first confined to the French press but
swept over the borders of France during the winter
of 1953-54.

This paper tries to relate and interpret the story
of the worker-priests and the surrounding factors
objectively, remaining, however, within the frame-
work of Catholic tenets. I^aboris therefore not re-
garded as a class though, in French society, labor
definitely constitutes a class and the church does not
deny it. In its relationship with the workers, however,
the church felt concerned not with the "class" but the

substandard living conditions of the large masses of

French workers which contradict not only the Chris-
tian dignity of Man but are the veryroot of class strug-
gle ideology of French labor. This ideology has con-
tributed to keep labor aloof from the Church,

Thus the goal of evangelization and the secular task
of changing the conditions under which the workers

1. Gilbert Cesbron, Lcs Saints vont en Ehfer . 7or a

discussion of this book see Chapter 5 of this paper.
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live are tied together, This tie, however, can never

weaken the sacerdotal function of the worker-priest

as a priest. His is not the temporal task of a social

reformer*
The social encyclicals of the century, discourses

from the pulpit* pastoral letters by the bishops as

well as an intensification of the program of the

Catholic Action Movement have resulted in a sub-

stantial network of Catholic social organizations
,

devoted to forming a basis for the moral recon-

struction of a world dechristianiaed by the effects of

two world wars. The experiment of the worker-

priest, however, was a unique effort to bring into

the Church a group in the community, namely labor,

that has strayed from the Church and that lives under

social and economic conditions that must be im-
proved.

- The sacerdotal function is essentially ecclesias-

tical, The worker-priest's actions represent the

Church to those to whom he is sent* The priests'

function is not primarily to administer sacraments
but to show, through his presence, the presence

of the Church and the spirit of Christ, The priest is

entrusted with an ecclesiastical mission. But be-

cause he is consecrated he cannot share his time

and his heart with matters of temporal interest*

The problem on which this paper centers* there-

fore, is the problem of the worker-priest as a

priest living in the midst of a social group whose
living conditions cry for reform.

,
Etudes, L,e Sacerdoce Catholique, April 1954,

p, H*

CHAPTER ONE

MODERN FRENCH SOCIETY, FRENCH LABOR
AND THE LABOR MOVEMENT

During the French Revolution, Church and State

became separated* As a result, the Church was
left insecure and had to rely on whatever means
could be devised for her support and protection. In

the pre -revolutionary days, the underpriveleged had

been enrolled in the Church as followers of their

masters* During the Revolution, they became separ-

ated as a group that was "unclaimed*"
When the storm began to settle and a new society

took shape in which the bourgeoisie predominated.
State and Church reached a new agreement. The
Concordat of 1801 was concluded between the Vatican

and the French Republic, upon instigation of

Napoleon Bonaparte* then the First Consul* The
Industrial Revolution of the early XlXth century,

however, accelerated the process of social and
religious disintegration. Religious traditions were
left behind by peasants who becam urban dwellers

and industrial workers* The Church in the cities

was not prepared to receive the new workers as

most of the clergy was either blind to the religious

and social problems or unable to remedy the situa-

tion. The "unclaimed" stayed unclaimed.

Whether Christian or agnostic, the employer of

the early industrial age was interested in his workers

primarily from the angle of physical output. The
new urban working class was used and abused and

tossed about like a ball. It remained isolated from
French society as much as from the Church which

had reached an understanding with this society.
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With few exceptions, the French Catholics of the

middle class, even those of the petty bourgeoisie,

found convenient refuge in the divine order of things

and accepted the underprivileged and undignified way
of life of the French worker.

The isolation of the French working class, Church
and society made it impossible for its members to

become morally integrated in the French nation.

Frustrated in the Revolution of 1789, in which it had
participated only to see the bourgeoisie come to

power , French labor was again defetaed in the revo-
lutions of 1830, 1848, 1871 and even in 1936. Time
after time, political and social crises had met with

violence and bloodshed and few, if any, concessions
were obtained from the rulers of industrial society,

This isolation and their economic plight helped the

workers to consider themselves as a class. The
teachings of the French Socialist writers and the

Marxist theory of the class struggle emphasized this

class consciousness* In adopting this doctrine the

workers came to view themselves collectively as a

class by themselves, as a unit in the social body:
the proletariat. This situation was greatly helped by
the fact that, economically, French labor lives under
conditions substantially different from the conditions

of labor in other industrialized countries* This is

largely due to monopolies which dominate the basic

industries and which protect numerous antiquated

enterprises. The low productivity of these firms
allows for low wages only. These low wages, in

turn extend their depressing effect on the wage struc-

ture of the entire industry, even the entire economy.
Kxperts agree that even after World War II this

state of affairs remained largely unchanged inasmuch
as French workers did not participate as much as
workers in other industrialized countries in the

general rise in income. However, it is impossible

to compare the real wages of French workers, post*

war and prewar, due to a change ia wage differ*

entials in geographic areas, and tc different social

benefits added to the wages of workers with small

and workrrs with large families.

The class consciousness that French workers have

developed against this social and economic back-

ground, however, cannot be called purely Marxist*

There is some bourgeois mentality in the French
working class. The reasons for this may be seen

in the stratification within the laboring class, on

the one hand, and in the existence of some chance

lor social and economic improvement on the other.

As to the stratification within French labor, there

are upper brackets of highly skilled workers whose

earnings are substantially above thoseof the semi-
skilled and unskilled workers. This may be con-

sidered as paras tratification as it exists within

any large social group* Chances for .social and

economic improvement, Social mobility, exist;

a worker may become a small employer, a "PatronI"

Others may pass through the social barrier^and

become factory ^managers themselves, Some be-

come leaders and bureaucrats within the trade union

organizations themselves. The desire to raise both

social and economic standards through personal

advancement, the basically bourgeois desires-pre-

vails in the French working class. However, the

possibilities to raise the standard of living are

presently limited.. For most French workers the

feeling of rejection and isolation remains the basic

expeTience upon which rest their class conscious-

ness and class solidarity. This attitude is collective

3. Ci, Michel Coliinet, I^Ouvrier Francais Essat

c ,-, , _.-^;v;... n rv1u^ere 19CJ0-loS0, pp^i 80;p|iilt5^
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and therefore nonbourgeo^ It is copied with pride,

the reaction to continuous social rejection. The

French working class, in its actual and conscious

isolation, looks for assistance only from within its

own ranks. It rejects help as undignified.

No hand can easily reach beyond die wall that

separates the French worker from the other classes

in French society.. Some of the anti-Americanism

of recent years can be understood as an expression

of pride which rejects the helping hand that is

capitalist in origin. Equally distrustful is the atti-

tude of the French proletarian towards the helping

hand that reaches from behind the wall and which

is of clerical origin.

The relative strength of the several organizations

that French labor has formed reflects the basic

strength of the ideology of class consciousness

against the comparative weakness ofthe forces of

moderation. The majority of the French workers

is organized in unions that are affiliated frith

Communist-dominated C. G. T. (Confederation

Generale De Travail) which has about four million

members. There are two other trade union organ-

izations, the Force Ouvriere and the C, F,T. C.

(Conde deration Francaise des Travilleurs Chre-

tiens). The former is socialist, the latter is

Christian. The are minority unions and have a

combined enrollment of about one million workers.

The non-Communist labor unions are of limited

effectiveness. This is not only due to their numer-

ical weakness, but also due to their failure to develop

an attitude that could compete with the agressive-

ness of the Communist -dominate majority movement.

The membership of the C.F. T. C. is made up of

Catholics as well as Christians who are not Catholics

In their doctrine the Christian Trade Unions

criticize capitalism because it is not built on the idea

of man but on the idea of wealthy the aim of producing

more and more to gratify the greed for profit of the

owners of capital. The workers are turned into mere
tools of production and the human dignity of man's
subordinate to the productive process* The failure

to recognize the special character of the working

class is one of the vitiating features of capitalistic

individualism. The wrong interpretation and the abuse

of the class idea is the most pernicious aspect of

socialism, communism and syndicalism.

The Christian trade unions advocate that recogni-

tion of the class situation in society does not imply a

recognition of the "class struggle. Industry must not

aim at private profit, but at social needs. Capital

and labor must cooperate to that end.

The acute doctrinal ideals of the Christian trade

unions, in particular, and of the young Christian

workers, in general, isolate them from other French
labor organizations.

Unfortunately, the Christian unions are criticized

for having an unrealistic approach to the economic
problem which they cannot see in the concatenation

of worldly events on a worldly scale. The Christian

doctrines of justice and charity cannot be enforced

unless these principles meet with unanimous con-

current acceptance on the part of all concerned. This

impediment to effective action applies in general to

all Christian trade unions that are grouped in the 4, 5

International Federation of Christian Trade Unions.

Moreover, they are topheavy, that is to say, there are

too many leaders to lead a comparitively small number

4. Lewis, Lorwin, |^abor and Internationalism, p, 570.

5. Industrial Relations Research Association, ^Inter-

preting the Labor Movement 11
, Proceedings 1951,

P. 192.
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of workers. Requests they put forward on behalf of

labor are not always effectively handled.

The first Christian trade union in France was founded

in 1887 and embraced employees in trade and industry.

Its main goal was to protect Catholic workers from

Marxist influences and members had to prove that they

were practicing Catholics*

The C ,F, T, C, was established in 1919 on the follow-

ing principles: respect for the dignity of the individual,

greater social justice and a Christian social evolution

obtainable thfT &h peaceful reforms. The social

doctrines of tKSr^^cyclical "RerumNovarum" *(I891)

are expressed jEskiese original aims of the French

trade union federation. Gradually, however, lay ten*

dencies, though strictly within the doctrines of the

Church, won over the spirit of the C, F. T. C* The

sectarian lable was removed in 1947, when the mem-
tioning of the Encyclical was excluded from the re-

vised by-laws. The next step was taken during 1952

by the steel workers union(Federation de la Metal-

lurgies This most important and advance element

within the federation declared that the 1947 revision -

had been inspired by the desire to modify the declar-

ation of Christian trade union principles to the actual

character of the movement as well as to remove from

its program any semblance of being inspired by

sectarianism, this to make it possible for all militant

Christians towork together in the creation of a city

where human values and human dignity are respected.

The new aim is to broaden the activity of the Feder-

ation towards what one may call participation from the

political left, in terms of "Travaillisme^&nglish

Labor Party), Such tendencies towards enlarging the

4, "L.e Syndicalisms Chretien en France et dans le

Monde, M L'Actualite Religieuse dans le Monde ,

9program and the organization and aims at political
influence had never before shown themselves in the
Christian labor movement of France, The are note-
worthy especially in their aim to gain economic in-
fluence in industrial relations through codeterminatiQn,
During October, 1952 it came to a conflict within

the ranks of the secretariat of the C. F, T.C, within
the majority of those clinging to sectarianism and
the advanced minority aiming at enlarging the member*
ship and at collaborating with outsiders . But matters
were eased when the president of C, F. T. C. stayed
neutral during the election at the next congress in
May 1953 and three of the five minority members,
who resigned previously, were re-elected to the
new council.

The above struggle is an illustration of the dispute
between the adherents to a strictly sectarian, non-
political position and those who wish to take a more
active position on the side of labor.

Much further evidence of this conflict can be un-
earthed. During the August strikes of 1953 five

worker-priests expressed criticism of the obviously
reserved attitude of the C,F, T. C. by declaring:

"We declare from our standpoint as militant work-
ers, that the C.F. T # C. has betrayed the interests
of workers, and as Christians, we denounce this

monopolization of speaking for the Faith by a trade
union and political organization, H

In the Christian political party of France, the

Movement Republican Populaire, or M*R.P. , the

same conflict is reflected in bitter struggles between
the two elements. Of the many M, R. P. members who
hold key positions within the C, F.T, C. , Andre Denis,
the most consistent adversary of the Tightest tenden-

cies within the party, was recently excluded from the
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latter. This action whichcreated a great stir in French
Catholic labor circles, is perhaps an expression of

the fact that the party, M»R, P# w
which really dom-

inates the trade union federation* feels that it can
now afford putting they dynamic left-wing of the

labor group in its place. It can be concluded from
the foregoing that the C,F,T,C, has proved to be

unable to bridge the chasm which separates the bulk
of the French labor from the Church*

7. Temoignage Chretien, January 15, 1954 Esprit,

vol. U t February W54, p. 253,

CHAPTER TWO It

CATHOLIC ACTION IN FRANCE

Social action on the part of the French Church whicl
historically antedate the worker-priests differ in an
important respect from this mission. The worker*
priests were sent out to break the wall between the

working class and the church from within the working
class whereas previous social actions tried to lift

outsiders over the wall into the parish. The signifi- -

cance of the new approach, namely the worker*-priests'
experiment, can be understood only against the back-
ground of traditional social action.

Perhaps more than in other countries, the Catholics
in France have ventured into the field of social action,
encouraged by the Church and under the active partici*
pation of the Clergy. The Catholic action - l*Action
Catholique - is a lay organization with many branches
throughout France. It is fluid in its aims and its

component parts are only loosely united. In general,
it extends its organisational activities into the par-
ishes where it tries to form live Christian commun-
ities. In addition it forms a student groups, rural .*

8, "France, Catholic Life in France, " Catholic
Encyclopedia, Supplement 11, 1950.

~""~

f
'De^yfiateaItSrn Chretien en France et dans le

Monde," L'Actualite Religieuse dans le Monde,
no, 6, June 15, 1953, pp. 1349,
"Les Pretres-Ouvriers, " L'Actualite Rel, no. 13,

Oct. 1 F 1953, p. 28.

"J.A.C« J.fl.C. " Ibid, no. 20. 15, 1954 pp. 7-9.

The editor of L'Actualite, P. Boisselot, C. F,

head of the Dominican Press, was recently a^ked
to resign by the Master^General of the Dominican
Order , Together with three Provincials and three

. other important Dominican figures in publishiftf

and eH^^iti-^^
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areas, etc.

To serve its general purpose L/Action Catholique

is organized into one group for men and one for women
Together these two organiztions have two million

members. Both groups are made up of diocesan units

which are subdivided into parish groups. In other

words, the Action Catholique at large is organized on

a geographical basis for all but its special organiza-

tional groups.

The special groups are organized along the lines of

work assigned to thern#

The oldest of these groups are the Young
Christian Workers - La Jeunesse Quvriere

Catholique ( J. O. C.). The "Jocistes as this

group is called for short, were established in

1927. The Jeunesse des Agriculteurs Catholique

(J. A. C.) is an organization of agricultural

workers, numbering about ZOO. 000, and was
founded in 1929 by Rev. Foreau and M. Jacques

Jerte, The task of the J. A. C, is to prepare

the rural world to meet the specific problems
of organized labor in rural communities*

The representative of the Action Catholique

among French students is the Jeunesse des

Etudiante (J.ii.C.). This group is slightly

younger than the J, A, C, and its social pro-

gram aims at creating educational opportuni-

ties for the less well-to-do for whom, it pro-

vides tuition and a work student program.
The J. B.C. also looks after the spiritual needs

of the students. In the political field, it sponsors

meetings of an international character. Among the

middle class another group operates ; the

Jeunesse Independents Catholique (J.I. C.)»

13

Measured in terms of national membership, these

special subgroups are small but active and eager
spearheads of the movement. They are joined in a

federation, the Association Cbretienne de la Jeunesse
Francaise (A. C. J. F. ) which held its 55th Federal
council together with the larger groups of the J, A. C*
and the J. E.C at Versailles in 1953.

During the past forty years, the Catholic Action
in France has developed its social program. The
principal social studies are offered by the "Semaines
Sociales" - Social Weeks - during which lectures on
Catholic social doctrines are given in city after city*

This is a sort of itinerant university. An annual
meeting has been held since 1905. For instance, in

1946, it was the "National Community, " in 1947,

"Social Catholicism," in 1949, "Economic Realism
and Social Progress. "

During these "Social Weeks," panel discussions
are held which are not limited to religious topics and
which are not restricted to a Catholic audience.

Persons interested in Christian sociology, other than

Catholics t
attend. Different political, economic and

social viewpoints are able to come to the fore.

Another itinerant effort that is loosely connected
with the Catholic Action, are the trailer missions
(Missiens en Roulette), Teams of priests in station

wagons and trailers come to an industrial community
for a missionary period of three months. A socio-
logical study of the area, prepared by the local clergy

in cooperation with the relief functionaries of the

Catholic Action, proceeds the arrival of the trailer

mission. Though modern film illustrations of the

Bible are used to focus the attention of the audience
of the sessions on the Scriptures, cultural and social

problems similar to those discussed during the

Semaines Sociales dominate the lectures held in
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public places, tenement neighborhoods, etc.

A number of publications support the Catholic

social efforts; Semaines Sociales ,a monthly bulletin,

is published by the group workers of the itinerant

university* The Jesuits direct Action Populaire ,

which furnishes information of practical use and

social theoretical discussions. Recently, the

Dominicans started publishing Economie et

Humanisme, devoted to the social problems arising

from a changing economy,
The practical program of the Catholic social action

group is twofold: actual relief work and contact with

labor groups. Relief work is directed by the follow-

ing three organizations: in the first place, on a

national scale, by the Catholic Action in connection

with the National Committee on Hygiene, a govern-

ment Committee within the Department of Health*

Secondly, 3, 500 group units are actively engaged in

social work, mostly in religious communities.

These groups are of an infinite variety. For instance,

die Little Sisters of the Assumption visit and care

for the sick, the Orphan-Apprentices of Auteuil who
maintain 17 homes in which they care for 3, 000

orphans. Thirdly, the relief bureau, called S # # S, ,

provides direct relief,

9* UActualite, no, 8, July 15* 1953, p, 7.

CHAPTER THREE 15

THE MISSIONS OF THE WORKER-PRIESTS

The social programs of the Catholic Action group

are carried out by militant lay persons, aided and

supported in their task by the clergy. Their woTk is

missionary and the effort is directed towards all

groups in society, not towards the workers, only. The

concept of the worker-priests mission differs sub-

stantially from the missionary effort of the Catholic

Action groups, as a matter of fact from all previous

missionary efforts; the worker-priests* mission is

carried out by priests only, it is directed towards

the proletarian masses exclusively, and - in its orig-

inal conception - the priests were to live as the com-
rades of the French workers in their tenements and

towork with them in their shops.

The concept of the worker-priests' mission, as it

is described in this chapter, is rationally conceived

by the sponsoring clergy in order to gain the most
dechristianized group, the proletarian masses, for

the Church, However, it was carried out by the

participating priests of the three worker-priests r

missions. The Mission of France, the Mission of

Paris, and the small Mission of the Sea, with a depth

and religious intensity that was a true mystical urge.

Where it was the chief aim of the Church to destroy

the barrier between the workers and the Church, the

priests who had come to live with the proletarians of

France considered themselves representatives of

Christ whose mission was to evangelize them and

to restore the dignity of Man to those not partaking

in the blessings of the Church, Evangelization of

the unblessed is part of this as of any other mission.

10, "Apres Dix Ans, M Actualite , No. 8, July 5,

1953, pp. 15-19,

t'Les Pret-res-O"' Hers, "Ibid, no. 13, pp25-2&



The Catholic Action groups fulfill their missionary
aims through remedial actions, by reaching from the

parish over to the other side across the social bar-
rier. But much of their work is frustrated by the '-

.

depth of the gulf between the Church and the prole-
tarian masses, the depth which not even the Jocist

group succeeded to bridge. Much of this tradition-

al social and missionary work therefore is on the

level of parish work.
Utterances of prominent French members of the

hierarchy as well as the statuteunder which the first

of the worker-priests' missions was founded bear
testimony to the fact that the Church was well aware
that a new missionary approach had to be found if

the mostdechristianized group in France, the

workers, were to be brought into the Church,
Cardinal Suhard, Archibishop of Paris at the time
of the founding of the worker-priests 1 missions
and one of their most important charrpions wrote
in 1947, in Essor oxi Declin de UiUglise" 11 (Rise

or Decline of the Church) with respect to the

missionary attack on the barrier between the

Church and the masses^ "crowds who have lost

Him." But to spread Christianity "it is neces-
sary to got to the other side of the wail, " This
is the theme of the Missions of the worker-priests.
It meant claiming the "unclaimed" who had stopped

visiting the Churches and who now had to be visited

by the new Missionaries, the representatives of

Christ who like Christ went to live and eat among
the people.

The Statute of the Mission of France rationally

puts forth the organizational form under which this

mission was to operate: the Mission was to be car-

ried out by priests who were not to be part of the

parishorganiz&tion but were to work under the

11. "Apres Dix Ans", op # cit. p. 16,

17

bishops of the dioceses to which they were assigned.

Specially trained in the Seminary at Lisieux, which

was later transferred to Limoges, the priests were to

be assigned to the areas most in need of Christianiza-

tion and to devote themselves to vocations selected

by bL$2iops of the several dioceses:

" The Mission of France is a secular clerical

body under the French Episcopal jurisdiction

destined to bring not only numeric help to the

Dioceses in need of it, but also to accomplish

an apostolic mission in the most dechristianized

area, geographically and socialogicaily speaking.

This task is to be assumed by the missionary

clerics, specially prepared for problems of the

contemporary world.

"The Mission of France is authorized to enlist

vocations in all French dioceses, no vocation can

be admitted in the Limoges Seminary against the

Bishops will of the particular diocese to which

the vocation belongs* "

The episcopal heads of the French dioceses, not

any priests within the lower echelons of the Framework
of theparished, were the direct superiors of the

worker-priests in the dioceses:

"On the day of ordination, the students of the

Mission of France are incardinated in their orig-

inal or elective diocese. It is understood that

the bishops present at the incardination will grant

them a written permission to belong to the Mission

of France. IT

12. Statute of the Mission of France , from

TL-es Pretres-Ouvriers", op. cit.
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However, the priests were especially ordained

under the title of the mission and a special coordin-

ator was appointed in the Statute:

"The priests are ordained under "title of Mission

of France", and not under the title of a diocese:

it is thus an engagement for the iCpiscopate to

place them in a suited ministry.

"Rev, Perrot was appointed Episcoaal delegate

to the Mission of France to co-ordinate its

activities and visit the religious communities

of the Mission, he is assisted by consultants and*'

the secretariat is at Paris. The Mission counts

actually three hundred and fifty priests and

a hundred and fifty seminarists. "

At the outset, however, the initial number
was smaller* When the Cardinals and Archbishops

of France, in 1942, founded a religious center

under the name "Mission of France: 13 thirty priests

and seminarists gathered at Lisieux, in what was

to become the seminary dedicated to the special

training of missionary priests*

The initial inspiration which lead to the founding of

the Mission of France can only be traced to M.
Augros, a St. Suplice priest, who had visited bishop

.

after bishop discussing the ways and means of organ-

iEing the priestly raission to the workers of France*

The founding of the second mission, the Mission

of Paris, followed the Mission of France within less

than one year. Its spirit grew out of the same roots

that had brought forth the Mission of France. In

March 1943, Rev. Godin, chaplin of a Jocist group,

13, "Apres Dix Ans", op. cit.
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sent to Cardinal Suhard a memorandum on the

"Rapport sur la Conquete Chretienne dans le Milieux

Proletariens" (Report on the Christianization of

Proletarian Groups), The Cardinal called for tha

two priest-authors of the memoranduna, R, R*

Godingand Daniel. In preparation of the special

"Mission of Paris* T

# Rev. Godin undertook a trip to

Lisieux for three days each week to study with the

seminarists of the Mission of France,

Two months later. Cardinal Stihard became the

sponsor of a team of priests that was especially

trained for Parts and that was to be established in-

dependently of the ^Mission of France 1
' under its own

superior. This new project was ratified by the Arch**

diocese of Paris on Juiyl, 1943. The official estab-

lishment of the "Mission of Paris 1 ' created a second

missionary nucleus. The first team consisted of

seven priests j, including He v. Hollande, their super*

lot* This team moved to Paris on January, 1944,

There are no special documents relating to the

founding of the small Mission of the Sea, whose

members shared the life of the sailors and workers

of the French Merchant Marine or of fishermen*

The total number of actual worker-priests was
about 100, The Mission of Paris accounted for about

25 of them. About 71 belonged to the Mission of

France, and there were seven Belgian worker-priests.

hi addition there was the small Mission of the Sea,

feicluded in these figures are about twenty priests who
belonged to religious orders, such as Jesuits, Ca-

puchins, Franciscans, and Dominicans.

The temporal vocations chosen by the worker-

priests prior to the curtailment of their activities,

which is dealt with in Chapter Six of this tract,

cover a wide range of occupations* About 20 priests

were employed in the steel and automobile industry ,



electrical industry, chemical industry, and as truck
drivers. Those assigned to the Mission of Paris
Jived in the working class sections of Paris and

, ,its : suburbs, sometimes alone, sometimes in small
:' (t.eamg. Members of the Mission of France were
found in Lille, Nancy, Autun, Lyon, Limoges,

.
Bordeaux and Marseille, About ten worker-priests
worked on. a dam an.d. irrigation project around
.Chambery Tarentaise and Maurienne^ .

t ,

, •.
.
£n line with the statutes of their missions they kept

close contact with the bishop of their, diocese at all
.. times.

The emphasis of the work, as rationally conceived
^by.the sponsors of .the. priestly./missions, was on

. evangelization, not on. better social justice that
eventually could be imposed. Nor were the missions
meant to be a reform o£ society that a Christian
social doctrine would support in denouncing the dire
insufficiency, of the wages .of the workers. The
mission is not a question of political and economic
interference: all these objectives are not directly
evangelical,

:
Scientific research and technical

progress ha ve; transformed individual,and col-
lective behavior inpre than even the social prob-
lems*- A new humanity .must arise from an out-
dated civilization.

"It is no longer a bourgeois controversy on
.science nor of-.the liberal and libertine atheism
fought by some apologists.. It is the, rise of a
.dechristianization of the people, who* from
research laboratories, to the workshop, consti-
tute the frame of a technical civilization where
the paths of grace are not yet discovered. The
Church plays here future there, as much as in

the workers' movement, ^

IMH
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The memorandum of Rev. Godin, who was ac-

cidentally asphyxiated two days after the opening of

the "Mission, of Paris", was later published under

the title "La France, Pays de Mission? 5
("Is France

a country where missionary work is to be conduct-

ed?"). The rephrasing of the original title of the

memorandum also stressed the emphasis of the

mission. The brochure is no treatise on missionary
methods, nor is it a draft outlining reforms. In-

stead it is concerned with the proble m of the pro-

letariat and its dechristianization, its inability to

be or become Christian under the existing social

conditions. _&ven if a proletarian were to be touched

by grace he could not be a Christian because there

is no Christian community able to receive him as

a member. The proletarian's relations to the Church
- as well as to the French nation - are those of a

camper, a stranger to the one as well as to the

other. iLven if a miracle should lead to the con-

version of all the members of the working class,

they could not remain in the Church without a second

one.

In this perspective, the various social strata were
studied in the "Mission of Paris". Not all of them
belonged to the proletariat, nor did they all suffer

from the same distress . In regard to the workers,

however, prospecting is directed towards non-chris-

tian social strata and towards non-christian commun-
ities.

The distress of the proletarian world, into which

the worker-priests were sent out as missionaries,

inspired the worker -priests with a profound call that

in its intensity differs from the rational conception

of the mission by its founders. Being the example

of the living Christ in the midst of his proletarian

IS. Abbe Godin, France, Pays de Mission?
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brethern the worker-priest becomes a mystic.
When the French clergy originally realized the idea

of the worker-priests r mission in 1942, France was
under the occupation of the Nazis, The fact that this
new missionary approach to the masses was to be a
missionary effort from within the masses can hardly
be attributed to the influence of the historic moment
of its birth. French Churchmen had long before been
conscious of the need to find a new approach to the
masses for the Church. But the fact that this new
missionary effort was to be borne by priests, who
joined the workers in their shops and tenements, and
the historical coincidence of the years of the French
resistance to Nazi Oppression which parallelled the
first years of the worker-priests 1 mission, cannot
be overlooked.

The workers to whom the worker-priests were sent
as missionaries had been subject to communist in-
fluence for a long time. In the Resistance movement
and in concentration camps, the worker-priests met
with Communist leaders of the Underground in close
physical contact and joined hands against the common
temporal oppressor. Thus the representatives of
the two spiritual worlds hostile to each other met for
the first time.

; £$

CHAPTER FOUR

SACERDOTAL FUNCTIONS AND THE TEMPORAL
ENGAGEMENT OF THE ¥7ORKER-PRIESTS

In sponsoring the missions of the worker-priests,

the French Church took a definite position and showed
a definite intent to be present in the new society that

is in formation. The faithful of the established parish

met the new form of apostolate of the worker-priests

not without controversy. Many were surprised to

see the new missionaries starting relationships with

special groups, that, so far, had been alien to the

Church. Others were startled to see priests dressed

like workers, laboring in factories, and living in

proletarian quarters.

The worker-priests went into Christian wasteland

trying to establish a new kind of Christian community
which could not easily be integrated into the parish.

However, in this new form of apostolic mission ,

it does not matter which form the new community
takes. The important thing is that it is a Christian

community. Temporarily at least it can exist with-

out parish organization. Then the problem arises

how to unify the • existing traditional communities
and institutions of the Church with the new commun-
ity established outside its organizational structure.

In the concept of the mission, the pure presence

of a priest, who himself is a recipient and bestower

of sacraments, constitutes the first approach to

missionary wor,k. From within the priest comes

16. Apostolate - The origin of the Apostolate lies

in a special vocation, a formal appointment

by the Lord to a determined Office with con-

nected authority and duties.
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the call for a particular apostoiate. The particularity

of this apoatolate is the mystical urge to carry the

ferment of what humanity is lacking most: love -

caritas* The worker-priest identifies himself with
those who have nothing: the proletariat. In the pur-
suit of this identification, he represents Christ to

those who lack Him most, the proletarian masses,
The workrr-priest lives among the workers and iden-

\

tifies himself with their suffering. Thus he follows
the example of Christ and actually lives what is

perpetuated in the Church by Eucharistia. i7 The
worker-priest is the sacrifice.

When the worker -priest wants to break the wall of ff

suspicion between the Church and the dechristianized
masses, his calling is more than an approach or a
tactic. The apostolate of the worker-priest would not
be true without his conviction of bringing Christ to

the people through his presence as an ordained priest.
Indeed, if it were a mere approach it would be a false-
hood, propaganda. Without this conviction he could
not hope to build the foundations of Christianity which
the masses have never known, ?

The mission of the priest to the workers is seen
by the Church as a mission of Faith, Church and
sacerdotal functions.

The sacerdotal function of the worker-priest is

sacramental and warrants psychological insight. His ;

pledge demands the rendering of his whole being and
the use of all his resources. The equilibrium in this

17, Eucharist - ancient title "jLucharistia 1 ': the name
given to the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar under

it its twofold aspect of sacrament and sacrafice of

the JVhss; and which, whether as sacrament or
sacrifice, Jesus-Christ is truly present under
the appearances of bread and wine.

struggle is not easy to maintain* But he must go on.

For, to stop would mean to lose.

It may be easier to form and build a new society

than to bring into light the presence of the Lord* But
interference with social justice is not the aim of the

worker-priest, Christ did not come far this purpose.

To bring faith to faithless men is the basic difficulty.

Apologetics would be no more than meaningless. The
worker*priests must therefore show the proletarian

masses the example of the living Christ. The worker-
priest is the living Christ in the midst of the prole-

tarian masses. As he lives and works with these

masses as a comrade, his work becomes prayer #

his own prayer and theirs*

Therefore, priesthood and factory work are not

contradictions* The mystical transformation of work
into prayer is basic for the mission of the worker*
priest, and it is exactly this transformation which
makes his mission so hard to understand for those who
are not driven by the same mystical urge*

The worker-priest exercises his sacerdotal min-
istry only if asked. When he is able to celebrate

Mass. it is informal and may take place at night in

his room in the tenement. His door is open* the neigh-

bors may come in* He will instruct them if they ask

for it* He will not go after them.

The worker-priest is confronted with the problems

of the worker: to find work* to find lodgings, to attend

to his material existence* He is a comrade with his

fellow-workers.

It has been said that no matter what the worker*
priest were to do* he would never be part of the

proletariat as he misses two major trials; to b*

nothing but a worker and to (eel condemned to a life

which for him was a matter of choice* The latter

criticism comes from a priest. Rev. Pezeril writes:



11The education he has received, allows him to think

over the situation in which he lives; he can express

himself and can subject the case to public opinion.

In extreme cases, he has possible escape of stopping '

this life as a worker. Lven though his will is not to

use this possibility, the fact of knowing that it could

be, alleviates the weight of the struggle. Should he

come himself from a sub-proletariat family, the fact

that he has become a priest in the Church of God , that

he is born to the spirit, makes him a different man.

He has thrown off the squashing complex of inferiority *"

which paralyses his companions of work* he looks at

their cause which has become his with a different

mind. ,»17

This judicious analysis leads to the question: What

is the status of the worker-priest? He can live his

ideal, toil, suffer, even stay anonymous* Sooner or

later, his identity as a priest will emerge* This dis-

covery may not necessarily bring on broblerns with

his co-workers. The prestige and respect of his

priesthood may do no damage to the companionship.

Many army chaplains were able to live on the same
level with their men without barrier or restraint.

The latter will dislike the idea of the eyewitness whose

education is on the same level as his, if not higher.

In the factory, the employer is not interested in

spirituality, The worker and the worker-priest may
go side by side, but in regard to the employer it is

a one-way street, no shuttling back and forth.

Among French employers, it is generally agreed

that anti-labor feeling runs high. If they are Chris-

tian believers, they rarely relate the teachings of

Christ to the practical relationship with their

17. "Les Fretres-Ouvriers", L'Actualite Religieuse

dans le Monde, no. 13, Oct. 1, 1953, p. 26.

employees. The worker-priest who identifies him-

self with the workers, is their born enemy. As an

aside f
it may be stated that the Soviet type of total-

itarianism, likewise or even more so, would resent

any identification of outsiders with its employees

or would be unable to consider the workers' welfare

as an absolute apostoiate, in disregard of consider-

ations of production and profitability.

Some actions of worker-priests were considered

interference with safety and sanitary conditions. A

typical example were two strikes that took place at

the construction of the dam of Arc-lsere. The issue

at stake was the dismissal of a worker who was the

secretary of the shop committee and delegate to the

Christian trade union congress. At the grave of a

worker who had been killed in an occupational acci*

dent, this worker had denounced the failure of the

contractors to take proper security measures. This

speaker was a worker-priest. There had been

several previous attempts to dismiss this worker on

account of his undesirability and one strike on his

behalf had already taken place. During the second

strike, complete unity of action was shown by the

workers, regardless of the fact that they belonged

to four different trade unions, namely, C. G. T. ,
F* G« „

C.F.T.C, and C.N.T. 18

Another example occured during the August strikes

of 1953, five worker-priests expressed criticism of

the obviously reserved attitude of the C.F. T. C. by

declaring: "We declare from our standpoint as mili-

tant workers, that the C.F.T.C, has betrayed the

18. Temoignage Chretien, July 7, 1953, also

"Greves aux Chantiers Arc-lsere", L'Actualite

Religieuse dans le Monde , no, 8, July 15, 1953
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interests of the workers, and as Christians, we de-

nounce this monopolization of speaking the Faith

by a trade -union and political organization. 11

Similarly, worker-priests o£ the Paris region

affirmed their solidarity with a declaration of workers

which accused certain C. F. T. C. leaders of collabor-

ation and complicity with the employers.

The C*F, T*C. resented this attitude, just as

they had been bewildered by the presence of two

worker-priests in the manifestation against General

Ridgeway, May 28, 1952 in which they had refused to

participate. i

These events brought uneasiness between Chris-

tian trade -union workers and worker-priests* It is

considered as one of the possible factors which were

to lead to the present curtailment measures concern-

ing the worker-priests.

Participation in the social welfare of workers and

taking a political stand grew out of the temporal

engagements of some of the worker-priests as part

and parcel of their identification with the proletariat.

Was such activity still reconcilable with their sacer-

dotal function? If there were a line where Christian

charity and love ended, would not such a demarcation

of activities constitute a betrayal of the people with

whom the worker-priests claimed to identify them-

selves? Also, if the worker-priests would limit them

selves to the work that was their prayer and were

not to identify themselves completely with their fellow-

workers, would they still be fulfilling their mission

behind the wall?
y

19. Les Pretres-Ouvriers, UActualite Religieuse

dans le Monde, no. 13, October 1, 1953, p. ^6.

-
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE WORKER-PRIESTS IN THE PUBLIC EYE

In French literature, religious topics have always

been widely exploited, not only in novels but also in

stage and screen plays. 20 Modern literature displays

religious themes at a rather wide range, from deep

rnysticisrn(Paul Claudel) to the extreme of atheist

existentialism (Jean- Paul Sartre). Though priests

had been central figures in French novels through the

centuries, ^ it took a rather long time until the

20. Henri Agel, Le Pretre a 1'^cran , Paris, Tequi,

1953.

2V Pierre Sage, Le Bond Pretre dans la Litterature

Francaise d'Amadis de Gaule au Genie du

Christianisme ,. Geneva and Lille, 1951. J. L.

Prevost, Le Pretre Ete'ros de Roman , 2 vols.

,

Paris, Tequi, 1952. Prevost begins where Sage

leaves off, namely with Chateaubriand. Both

authors aim at portraying the priest in French

literature. In contemporary letters, Francois

Mauriac depicts very definite types of French

bourgeois society. As to priests, he remains

faithful to the "formal" priest.

*In 1926, Georges Bernanos inaugrated at abaaut

the same time as Malraux a new style of writing*

The happy years of "la belle epoque" were gone.,

gone also the boudoirs and tasteless sentimental*

ity. Hard years had come, and new types

succeeded those fading away. Bernanos is an

ardent Catholic,, he denounces the soft and

selfish bourgeoSie, the weakness of the clergy

of the time, often wrapped up in an administrative

routine. He creates a new type of priest; ardent.
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worker-priests captured even journalistic imagi-

nation," still longer until they received a literary

portrait. 23 Aweekly newspaper, Temoignage

Chretien, 24 was the first to publish articles on the

worker-priests and their apostolic mission. This was

during 1946. After a long interval, the Jesuit review

**********
violent, who tears open the abcesses of the

corrupted society. Thepower and quality of

Bernanos* writing secured him a strong influence.

His "Diary of a Country Priest", was widely

read, even outside France. The type he created

may have con* to life in recent years. Among

more recent publication and followers of Bernanos

are; Carlo Coccioli, "Le Ciel et la Terre",

Paris, 1951; Rober Besus, » be Refus", Paris,

1952; "Cet homme qui vous aimait'J Paris, 1953,

22. Claire Bishop, France Alive, New York

Macmillan, 1947 Les Pretres-Ouvriers", opcit.

23. Gilbert Cesbron, opcit.

24. Temoignage Chretien (Christian Testimony) is

commonly known under its initials T. C. The

publication was started underground during the

years of the French Resistance to the Nazis. On

account of its popularity, it survivedin the post-

war period and circulates now in the open as a

Catholic weekly. The social policy of T. C is

along the lines of Christian Socialism. It takes

stand on the side of the workers and attacks with

e^ual vehemence the anti- Christian features of

liberalism and communism. For the former,

T C, is violently discriminated against by the

Catholic upper middle class, the "haute bour-

geoisie des bien pensants."

25 *4
Etudes

f
followed with a serious paper on the **

"Mission of Paris 11 during March, 1949.

A. series of sensational news stories

began in July, 1949, entitled "Chretiens de Choc"
(Christian Shock Troops) and "Les Commandos de

l'Eglise" (Commandoes of the Church). These
stories were published as a book during 1950, a*

a time when the Holy See had issued a decree ex-

communicating the followers of materialistic com-
munist doctrines. These stories were merely sen-

sational and in no way concerned themselves with

the deep, religious meaning of the * attempt of the

Church to approach labor,

A second wave of sensationalism was set off by
the publication of the aforementioned novel by Gilbert

Cesbron, Les Saints vont en Enfer,in 1952, a book

which sold over 150, 000 copies. Cesbron describes

the life of the worker-priest in a suburb of Faris in

a milieu that is characteristic of the "Lumpenprole-
tariat" (sub-strata proletariat) rather than organ-

ized labor. Regardless of much social and literary

objection to the book, the novel presents the most
vivid tale of the activities of the worker-priest. It

is the best work of literary nature dealing with the

worker-priests up to now. 7 The enormous response

it found with the French public makes it worthwhile

to examine this document more closely.

25. The review Etudes (Studies) is published by the

Jesuits from a Paris office and covers a wide

range of topics.

26. Anon., Che z les Pretres- Ouvriers, Chambriand,

Paris, I960.

27. H, Delattre in reviewing the novel in Etudes

(May 1952) confirms that its content is true to

reality and the author of this paper has been

assured of the authenticity of Cesbron's observa-
ti^- * -in mar«u Hiacupsinfls with nriests and lavmen*
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Cesbron's hero, Father Peter, is a true to life

worker-priest living in one of Paris' slums, working

as an unskilled laborer. After he has finished moving

the twenty tons which are his working day's assign*

ment, another type of worfc awaits him: the clientele

of misery. From day to day, the people depend more

heavily upon him: the men are out of work. The aged

need held. Fellow-workers need shelter. A hospital

must be found for a tubercular and children who loaf

in the streets must be looked after.

Father Peter is seen on the verge of despair when

he tries to use his willpower and his prayer in

landing assistance to the suffering, even offers his

own life in prayer in exchange for the life of a dying

child. He is completely dispossessed of a personal

life, giving himself away in identification with the

workers in imitation of Christ. But he also engages

in political and trade union activities.

At this stage, the supreme sacrifice is asked of

him by his superior: The Archbishop takes Father

Peter away from his community.

Cesbron sees a dilemma in the situation of the
^

worker-priests who are devoted to their community

and who are then ordered away by the Archbishop,

He depicts his worker-priests as men of charity,

men of fcaith, deeply engaged in bringing forth a

better world, when the call to obedience comes and

they are transferred to other communities.

Among the many critical evaluations of Cesbronf s

novel, a curious conicidence must be noted: the

communist intellectual publication Lettres Fran-

caises, 28 as well as the highly conservative Figaro

notea"that Cesbron's novel dealt with the actions of

28. Lettres Francaises . April 10, 1952{Edouard

Storace).

29 Le Fiffaro, 4pril 14, 1952(Andre Billy).
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a priest in a slum neighborhood, that his proletarians
are destitute individuals but not representatives of

the working class and that therefore the life in the

factory and the impact of the workers* solidarity

fail to come to light.

Perhaps it was Cesbron's mistake to have dwelt

intensely on the sensational rather than on the social

aspects of the worker-priests mission. But he has
been able to see the conflicts in their position as

priests and workers.
During 1953* a Belgian priest published an essay,

"Jesus Incognito, u^^ that largely concentrates on the

motivations of the worker-priests' apostolate.

At this writing, no worker-priest has related his

actual experiences in published form.

30, Josse Alzin, Jesus Incognito, Paris, Tequi,

1953, Josse Alzin, the author, went in to the

underground resistance movement as a worker
and was placed into a concentration camp. Though
a priest, he was never a worker-priest.
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CHAPTER SIX

CURTAILMENT OF THE MISSION OF THE
WORKER-PRIESTS

It is generally conceecled that in the past the

Catholic hierarchy in France - and perhaps still has -

a tendency to favor the rightist wing in French

politics. But even if we concede such leanings, we

cannot be agreed that the label of conservatism

should be placed upon the principles and policies

under which the Catholic hierarchy acts in temporal

matters.

The Church knows that she is in this world and

must bear the cross of this world. This means that,

till the end of Time, she must face new secular

problems as theyarise. Some of these problems

are very painful. To meet the social realities of a

changing world with inflexible rigidity would be the

very opposite of Christianity and the teachings of the

Apostles. The Church must constantly adapt her

secular policies through reforms. But reforms are

not revolutions.

In his work on the history of the Church, Henri

Daniel-Rops writes under "Reformation, Principle

of the Church:" "The danger for the Church was to

be contaminated by Society which she was trying to

transfrorru This danger did not start yesterday: it

appeared with Christianity itself, and will last all

through; it appears in different ways, according to

time and countries. The Church is not erf the world,

it is in the world; she is divine, but she is composed

of men" that is, sinners, painful contradiction,

31.. Henri Daniel- Rops, L'^glise des Temps Bar -

bares, Paris, Fayard, 19$2, p. 351.
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What applied to the "barbarous" age

of the Sixth Century still ap plie s to the

modern world. To reach the dechristianized masses,
the Church must follow them into their isolation.

Thus, in 1942, she had sent off the worker-priests
on their apostolic mission to the French proletariat.

Eleven years later, the Church curtailed this

mission to an extent that reduced its effectiveness.
Had the Church changed her mind on the importance
of the missionary aim? Or was it that the intensity

of the call of the worker-priests had brought identif-

ication to a stage where the priests themselves
could be taken for a part of the "lost flock"? It

should be noted, when reading of this curtailment
of the worker-priests' mission that theChurch is

seeking other solutions, intensifying the missionary
efforts of here militant lay organizations.

Changes in the attitude of the Church towards the

worker-priests became known to a broad French
public in a rather sudden sensational way. On July

27, 1953, Cardinal Pizzardo, Dean of the Congre-
gation of Seminaries (Prefet de la Congregation des
Seminaires), had sent a confidential letter to the

bishops of France in accordance with which the

seminarists of the various dioceses were forbidden
to engage in manual labor during their vacations.
The text of the letter seemed to extend the proscrip-
tion of work to the novices of the religious orders
but the worker-priests of the "Mission of France"
and the "Mission of Paris" were not referred to*

During* September , 1953, the text of this letter was
made public in the religious bulletin of the Diocese of

32, "La Lettre de S. Em, , le Cardinal Pizzardo aux
J^veques de France (27 Juillet 1953), "L'Actualite
Religieuse dans le Monde, no. 13, Oct 1, 1953,

P. 27.
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Chartres. 33 In the meantime, the Fall opening of the

Seminary at Limoges (to which place the former

Usieux Seminary of the "Mission of France" had been

transferred) was delayed. Actually, the studies at

Limoges were for seminarists and referred in no

way to the worker-priests in their dioceses.

But there was a third circumstances that invited

speculation: during the summer months the papal

nuncio., Mgr. Marella, had visited numerous dioceses

where, consequently, many conferences had been

held among bishops and among worker-priests.

When the Cardinal's letter appeared in the Chartres

bulletin, the secular press seized upon it and, in

combination with the delayed Fall opening of the Semi-

nary and rumors about the travels of the nuncio, etc, ,

the news becamesensational. The letter was quickly

classified as the "Pizzardo bomb" and detective

story-like speculation interpreted the letter a s an

official condemnation of the worker-priests, and

the attitude of the Church towards the mission,

had become an object of public discussion and

public concern.

From the angle of the worker-priests as well as

from the angle of the French Catholic Church it

became necessary to clarify the issue, "Because

one may condemn a solution, should it be a false

one, one cannot condemn a problem. Whatever

will be done, the problem remains, the same prob-

lem which robbed Cardinal Suhard of his sleep after

he had won recognition of the fact that France was

a country of missions. ..35

33. "Les Pretres-Quvriers", L'Actualite Relig-

ieuse dans lc Monde ", no. 13, Oct. 1,1953, p. 25

34. Ibid .

35. Temoignage Chretien, September 25, 1953.
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Three French Cardinals, Lienart(of Lille), Gerlier
(of Lyons), and Feltia (of Paris), assumed responsi-
bility for the situation and travelled to Rome to find
out whether there was any official condemnation of

the worker-priests' on the' part of the Catholic hier-
archy, ^o '*

:

On their return from Rome, the three Cardinals
released the following statement:

"After ten years of existence, the experiment
of the worker-priests, as it has developed up
to now, cannot be continued in its present for m.
But solicitous -to protect the contact that has been
established with the- world of the wbrkers by the

pioneers of this apostolate, the Church freely
envisages that priest3, who have given adequate
proof of their qualities, will continue their
priestly apostolate in the-midst of the workers'
•milieu".

"But the Church-requires;
1. That they :be specifically chosen by their
bishop. ..;.;
2. That they receive* solid' and appropriate train-
ing both' as tb doctrine and spiritual direction*

3. That they take on manual work only for limited l

time, so that the demands of their calling as
.

priests may be safeguarded,
4. That they 'accept no* temporal office, which
would tend to* create. tra de-union, or other res-
ponsibilities that should be left to the laymen,
5. That they do not live in isolation, but rather
attached to a community of priests or a parish,

thus maintaining a -certain contact with parish
life.

-"

"Efforts will be made, in concert with the Holy
See , to specify the methods of applying these

36* New York Times, November 15, 1953,
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principles, whose implementation should be

ttndertaken calmly and pursued in a spirit of

faith and obedience to the Church."

This declaration was clear: the worker-priests

srere not condemned but their work was severly re-

stricted* The new rules considerably altered their

Style of living. They could no longer spend the same

number of hours on the assembly tine and on the docks

as ordinary workers. They could no longer doff their

church garments for ordinary civilian clothes and

take responsible positions in labor and welfare organ-

isations, playing down their priestly status at the

same time.

The various orders took steps; e.g., the Most

Rev, Janssens, General of the Jesuits, ordered

the recall of the Jesuit worker-priests from their

field of endeavor. 38 The Dominicans, however,

did not discontinue the mission of the worker-

priests who belonged to their order until later on,

Jn an address to the clergy of the Lille Diocese,

Cardinal Lienart commented on the decision taken

by the Vatican and expressly stated that the func-

tions of the priests as Worker-priests were in-

compatible with the notion of priesthood.

An official episcopal declaration followed after the

bishops who had worker-priests in their dioceses

37* Robert Barrat, "Heroes of the French Church",

The Commonweal, vol LtX, no. 14, January 6,

1954, p. i48.

3ft. Mew York Timed , December 27, 1953.

39. Subsequent historical developments ,
includ-

ing the action of the Dominican Order, cannot

be the topic of this paper.

40, New York Times, January 24, 1954,
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had met in Paris on January 19, 1954, This declara*

tion emphasized five points:

1. Evangelization of the World , The Church con-

firmsherdecisioritop the "milieu of the

workers. Priests especially prepared for this

apostolate will be devoted to this mission but in

contact with the clergy of the parish and assisted

by lay personages;
2. Form of the Sacerdotal Apostolate among the

Workers. The declaration of the three Cardinals

is to be the base of the severely modified conduct

of the priests who will be working with the work-
ing class;

3. Requirements of Sacerdotal Life. The mission
must be kept up because it is properly a function

of the priesthood. But the actual working hours

must be so limited as to keep due time for the

celebration of Mass, for the reading of the

daily prayer book (Breviary), for preaching God's
word and for the administration of the Sacraments.
...For the sake of the priesthood, the worker-
priests must denounce all temporal engagements,
such as holding trade union offices.

. . . The name of the "worker-priests" is changed
to Priests of the Workers' Mission.

4. The Church and Manual Labor . The Church
as always, honors manual labor as the labor

of our Lord Christ and of St. Paul. Labor has

always been practiced in this sense in the mon-
astaries. The obligations of priesthood, however,

limit the time a priest can give to manual labor,

as outlined under Point 3 above.

5. Appeal to Prayer, The bishops ask all Catholic

clergy and all Catholic laymen to join in prayer
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40.

for the priests, who have gradually become

involved with a form of life that they can no

longer maintain under the new directives, and

who need the prayer of all to assist them in

their hour of grief. -*

The statement of the three Cardinals and the above

letter of the Episcopate laid down the new directives

for the "Priests of the Workers* Mission".

Numerous repercussions ensued that are , in part,

documented in the following. The struggle within the

conscience of the worker-priests was too strong for

them to conform to silence. 42 In two groups, they

issued declarations to their fellow-workers. Those

attached to the "Mission of Paris" addressed them-

selves to their Archbishop, Cardinal Feltin, The

public at large, especially Catholic laymen, were

deeply stirred by the arguments. In the end, the

French Catholic Hierarchy felt that it had to defend

the curtailment of the mission of the worker-priests

against charges that the Church had abandoned the

working class.

Two weeks after the episcopal declaration of

January 19, 1953, 71 worker-priests addressed their

former fellow- workers in a declaration which was

41. Translated and abstracted from "Declaration

Episcopale sur les Pretres-Ouvriers",

L'Actualite Re ligieuse dans le Monde , no. 21,

February, 1954, p. 57"

42. There are conflicting reports as to how many

worker-priests disobeyed the new directives.

The New York Times, February 9, 1954, report-

ed three cases of disobedience while the same

newspaper, in its issue of March 14, held that

there was a lack of compliance onthe part of 25

worker -priests.

41

carried by the daiiy newspapers of France and by
the press of many countries:

"While millions of workers in France and in

foreign countries are on the road towards unity
to protect their daily bread, their liberties and
the peace, - while employers and government
accentuate exploitation and repression to stop
at any price the march of the working class and
to keep their privileges, the religious author*
ities impose on the worker-priests conditions
that destroy their working life as well as the

solidarity of their fight with their comrades,
"This decision is based on religious motives.
We do not believe that our life as workers ever
prevented us from remaining true to our faith

and sacerdotal life. We cannot see how, in

the name of the Gospel, one can forbid the

priests to join the state of oppressed millions
and to take part in their fight.

"But we must not be blind to the fact that the

worker-priests' activities disturbed those ac-
customed to use religion for their interests and
class prejudices. Pressure exercised by these

sets and varied accusations have their part in

present restrictive measures,
"Should they be continued, they might trouble
the conscience of Christians engaged in the fight

of the working class, at at time that so many
efforts tend to draw them away from the mutual
fight and throw discredit upon their faith. The
worker-priests' claim the right for themselves
ani for all Christians to join with the workers
and their fight.

"The spearheads of the workers movement have
faith in the worker-priests and they have respect
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which they still minifest towards us, prevent us

from accepting a compromise which would have

the pretence of still belonging to the workers,

without working as usual, and without accepting

the involvements and responsibilities of the

workers* The working class has no need for

those who 'lean over its misery 1

, but needs men
who will .participate in its struggle and share

its hopes,

"We therefore declare that we are taking our

stand in full respect for the status of the work-

ers and for the fight of the workers for their

liberation* "43

All but one French newspaper carried the fore-

going declaration of the 71 priests accompanied

with editorial comment. The one paper that gave

no comment was the communist organ, L'Humanite .

The militant language of the declaration came in

for criticism in the weekly Vatican newspaper

l'Osservatore della Domenica o f February 17, 1954,

where it was castigated as a language of "class war

without truce and without alternative. ( '44 Similarly

,

the French language broadcasts of Radio-Yaticano

addressed a message to the "priests of the workers'

mission", admonishing them to go easy on criticism

but encouraging them to continue their work in a

spirit of conciliation and' under standing .

^separate declaration, published in the Catholic

weekly Temoignage Chretien, was addressed to their

co-workers by the worker-priests attached to the

43. Translated from Aurore , February 3, 1954,

Temoignage Chretien , February 12, 1954.

44. New York Times, February 18, 1954.

45* Temoignage Chretien, February 12, 1954.
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construction team of a dam, It may be quote in parts

"Our apostolate is not in the form of the usual

sacerdotal ministry such as is lived by the major-

ity of priests in the parish structure. We are not

bound to give sacraments that are not requested.

We are not meant to teach by word any Christian

community. This lack of Christian community
is the great sorrow of the worker-priest. It

explains his presence at work. He hopes to

create it and have his priestly mission therein.

Yet, we believe that despite our lowness within

our workers' life, we can remain fully priests

without abandoning in any form our sacerdotal

functions.
,TWe may have felt that, through the paganized

mass of the worker's world, it is Christ calling

us to give our whole life as priests so that this

world might receive the Gospel. This call of

Christ which might have been heard in the form

of contemplation of teaching Catholic action,

we may have heard it in the sense of the Gospel

given to the worker's world. We have studied

this call as men when we heard it and accepted

it, then we offered it to the hierarchy that had

also heard the call of the worker's world. We
believe that Christ is present in the Church

Hierarchy, so we could answer this call of

Christ only in receiving from His Bishops a

part of their apostolic function. .....
n

# . . We live Christ's passion with our worker

brothers. .

.

''.
. . The sacerdotal function does not belong to

a class* But it is transmitted by men who are

men only if they take root among the people
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entrusted to them by the Church. "4°

A similar spirit of religious concern about the

curtailment of their missionary efforts breathes

through the letter presented on February 16, 1954 by

the worker-priests of the "Paris Mission" to their

Archbishop*

". . . Like Job when he was accused by his friends,

so canwe not remain silent: no, we have not be-

trayed our promise* We have not withheld from

the comrades of our life the life that lives in us.

Our life even more thanour words brings to light

the day of Christ and of His Church.

"• . .No, Eminence, it is not our sacerdotal office

that is to be protected,, Every year priests

leave their office and their diocese to escape

the delusion and the scandal of a life that is too

far removed from the ideal of their youth* .*

without the Church concerning herself to search

out the profound reasons behind this,

". . . What our mission has been assigned to

achieve was exactly to remedy the narrowness

inevitable within the framework into which you

want us to return* For the religious author-

ities today hold it wiser to reinforce this frame-

work than to give the Church presence in the

midst of the most burning problem of our time*

". . . We are practically ordered to forget the

religious problems with which we are imbued

and which cannot be lived with, except within

the midst of the working class,

". * . We ask you to respect the dialogue that was

born inside of us and of others between the

46, Ibid,

45

conscience of the workers and our choice of

Christ and His Church. We as you not to betray

in the name of superior interests the missionary

efforts in France. * *
..47

Accused of having interrupted the dialogue between

the missionaries and the "lost flQfrk" to which they

had been sent, the Hierarchy had to reply*

To the worker-priests and to many laymen who had

accused the Roman Church Hierarchy of having ended

the mission for political reasons under outside

pressure, the eighteen French Cardinals and Arch-
bishops issued a statement on March 13, 1954, defend-

ing the position of the Church* They held that public

opinion had been misled by forces that "had seized

upon the occasion to start a "well-orchestrated

campaign" to arouse "part of the clergy and of the

faithful against the Holy Father and the Episcopate".

They especially referred to a lay Catholic bi-weekly,

La Quinzaine, a publication with strong leftist

tendenc fe

s

t as a leader in this campaign. Taking

up the charges against the Church and stating that

the truth had not been told, the Cardinals and

Archbishops declared*

"The Church is not abandoning the workers. The

hierarchy has been anguished for years by the

spiritual distress of the masses and has long

denounced social injustices. For fifty years it

has been calling Christians to social action.

"Profound doctrinal, spiritual and religious

reasons lie at the basis of the measures. Only

the hierarchy , and not lay journalists, has the

task of determining the conditions of priestly

47, Translated from Temoignage Chretien , Feb. 26,

1954*
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"Contrary to what has been charged, the hier-

archy has had frequent contact with the worker-

priests and has warned them on several occasions

against 'deviations'. The Church wants to give

priests, not political or labor militants, to the

working class."'*8

The experiment of the Church, namely to bridge

the gap between the proletariat and the Church through

missionaries that were priests, had been discontinued^

But even after discontinuation, the Hierarchy avowed

the aim o£ the mission*

*f

48. New York Times, March. 14, 1954.

CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION: CHANGES IN THE MISSIONARY
EFFORT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

The ten-year period during which the worker-
priests 1 mission operated in accordance with its

original conception is far too short to have produced
obvious and measurable results. We have no in*

formation on how many French workers were con-
verted by worker-priests and how deeply such con-
versions may have penetrated them. There is no
answer to the basic question: Can the turn of the

workers toward Communism be interpreted as an
inherent urge toward salvation and can this urge be

transformed into seeking resurrection by finding

Christ? The answer to the question has not been
found, and therefore, the problem of the Church
remains unmitigatedly the problem of facing

Communism and the Christianization of the working
class*

It can be argued that although not all French work-
ers are communists t the absence of Christianity

is an open door for Communism, In 1942, the

Abbe Godin, in his pamphlet La France, Pays de

Mission?, had observed that the proletariat, as

a sociological phenomenon
t
was beyond the reach

of the parish. This observation remained true in

1953.

But gone was the hope of the Church to approach
the proletariat through sacerdotal missionaries who
would identify themselves with the proletariat. The
identification of priest and worker was no longer

thought possible. No mental reservations on the

part of the priest can spare him the tension that

results from his attempt to be both, priest and

companion of class conscious workers. The intensity
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of prayer of the worker-priests and their call to

be the representative of Christ in the midst of the

proletariat led to a degree of identification with the

workers that, in the eyes of the Church, was no

longer compatible with priesthood. Nobody can be
priest and proletarian at the same time because,

it was agreed, nobody can embody both the Saviour
and the saved.

The individual worker-priest is convinced that

"within our lowness, within our workers' life we
can remain fully priests" that "we carry the Cross
of the Ressurrection". But can the Church take the

responsibility for the conviction of some of her
priests if lowness and cross means plunging into the

secular activities of labor organizations? Can the

Church permit itself to be identified with such activ-

ities through the identification of her priests with

them ?

The heroic experiment of the worker-priests was
substantially curtailed because of these tensions.

Moreover, these tensions are likely to lead to dan-
ger. This danger is the infeudation with Communism.
This danger is known to the Church as a danger that

faces many Christians who cannot find the answer
to the economic and social realities of the world* °

The answers to these worldly problems are not

readily found and must be searched for. Solutions

are the objects of study, and research is in the

Laboratory stage. The Church is willing and eager
to extend her activities into both these spheres.

The Mission of the Worker-Priests, as origin-

ally conceived, has come to an end. But the mission-
ary effort of the Church continues. The Church
judges each case on its merits. She will no longer

risk separating her priests from the framework of the

49- Robert R. Rouquette, ,TFrench Catholicism faces
Communism," Thott«>»+ -Fall, -1953,
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parishes and expose them to the situation of tension

and danger. Instead she prefers the missionary

efforts of the priests of the worker's mission within

bounds and will advance the efforts of laymen and

religious orders that are more readily held in the

fold than the worker-priests living in the midst of

the proletarian tenement.

In the field of social and sociological research,

the Catholic Church has more and more become in-

terested in studying the changes the world is. under-

going. Best known is the work of Le Bras.

Outside of France, in Spain and Italy missionary

efforts towards labor continued which involve

manual work on the part of priests51 though not on

50. Professor Le Bras is a specialist in Canonic

Law and teaches it at the Law Faculty and at

the Catholic Institute in Paris. He also did

sociological research for other universities

and for the Church* He is counselor for relig-

ious matters at the French Government's

Foreign Affairs Office. The French newspaper

Aurore announced on February 18, 1954 the

Imminent departure of Mr* Le Bras for Rome
to consult with Mr. Wladimir d'Ormesson,

Ambassador of France to the Vatican, about

the recent decisions concerning the worker-

priests and related measures,

51. An experiment to penetrate the working class

is carried out in Spain. "La Hermandad de

Cristo Trabajador" (The Brotherhood of Christ

the Worker) was founded in Barcelona in 1943

by a Jesuit, Juan Soler de More 11* The move-

ment was approved by the Bishop of Barcelona

ia 1949 # It is independent of the Jesuit order

but carries some of the Jesuit spirit* The

brothers are now found in many industrial areas
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a scale comparable to the intensity and involve-

ment of the worker-priests of France. In France

and elsewhere, the Little Brothers and the Little

Sisters of Jesus, who live in community groups of

two and three and are an organization made partly of

priests and partly of lay brothers, has remained un-

touched by the recent curtailment directives*

The revision of the Church's policies toward the

worker-priests' mission and its transformation into

the Mission of the Workers has, of course, aroused

much public sentiment, and actions and attitudes may
come to the fore that appear or are colored by tem-

poral involvement of the hierarchy. The Church too

is composed of men* Their actions invite criticism

like the actions of other men, especially in matters
*****

living in the religious community but working

in factories* (Cf* The Commonweal ,Vol. LIX,

no. 14, January 8, 1954.

The Archbishop of Bologna, a large communist

center sponsored the organization of "volanti",

flying squadrons of priests of different religious

orders. There are six groups of three priests

each* Assisted by militant lay people, they

drive along the roads of the diocese provided

with modern material: moving pictures, micro-

phones and loudspeakers. Their field of oper -

ation is the piazza; in many respects this effort

resembles the Semaines Sociales of the French

Catholic Action. The priests and monks of the

"volanti" squads return to their convents after

each missionary excursion. As the teams must

expect possibly to meet with physical violence,

only strong men are selected for this service.

(Cf. UActualite Religieuse dans le Monde ,

no* 19, January 1, 1954, p, 13).
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of great public interest.

Some of th~ reactions to the curtni'.r.isnt of the

worker-priests 1 mission bear the earmiiiks of the

political and social impact of the step* c^ken, A
humorous weekly of the French left

f
La Carnard

Enchaine (The Chained Duck), publr.s;:.^ a satiric iter*

to the effect that the Pope will ban bourgeois -priests,

implying that the danger of corruption of priests by

the bourgeois society is as great as the danger en-

gendered by their contact with the proletariat, "
The conservative press, on the other hand, scorn-

fully reported the reception by the Archdiocese of

a delegation of workers manifesting favorable inter-

est in the worker-priests. Also well-known Catholic

authors , such as Francois Mauriac and Henri

Daniel -Rops, wrote articles favoring the worker-

priests. Prior to the curtailment. Catholic reviews,

such as the Jesuit Etudes and Esprit , had

52, Le Canard Enchaine, October 21, 1^53*

54. The monthly review Esprit was founded by tl*e
4

late Emmanuel Mounier, whose philosophy aime^

at radiating Christianity, In his Christian-

inspired ,,Personalism n
i
Mounier had no inten-

tion of building a system* He wants to partici-

pate in the construction of a new better world*

In this respect he has influenced a receptive

"avant-garde" of modern French Catholics who

want to see Catholicism emerge from tradition-

alism^ He also tries to oppose a front to

negative atheistic Existentialism and material-

istic Marxism. He welcomes "everyone,

Christian or not, to have his place in the com-

munity in the name of the value of the human

person in order to exercise his freedom and

creative power, " (R.R. Rouquette, "French

,"..^,-,-1:^.-^^ rjonfronts Communism 11
-* op, cit. ),



remained optimistic about the retention of the

missions in their original form for a long time.

Though we have no yardstick with which to mea-

sure statistically the achievement of the worker-

priests and though we cannot judge the influece their

' heroic example will bear upon the future history of

the Ohurch of France , we have witnessed the enor-

mous emotional reaction they have produced in

France and other Western countries* Awide public,

not only Churchmen, has been alerted to the need

for reforms and for immediate remedial action*

during the most acute stage of the debate about

the curtailment of the worker-priests, France, in

the throes of anextreme cold wave, responded to

an urgent radio appeal of providing shelter for the

homeless, the "Sans-Logis* 1 of Paris, some of whom

were freezing to death in the streets. The appeal

camefrom Pere Pierre, a priest (though not a

£ Worker-priea$ working with the garbage collectors

* in tfce slum district of l^tia*-3Che priest, a. .mem-

ber of the M,R.P* prior to the party's swing to

the right and incidentilly named with the name of

* the he*o of Cesbrbn*s novel, aroused piablic ©pinion*

4 Gifts beyond expectation were received from the

Trench people. The Ministry of Health was alert-

-
fid and advanced: credit lor the establishment of

a lodging-houses for the destitute, **

The action of pere Pierre was in the 4itie of the

ttorker^priests 1 ideal, within the rules of priestly

conduct that invited mo criticism from the hierarchy,

the public response to the radio appeal of Pere

pierre^is but one sign that the atmosphere in

Vrance had beenprepared by the worker-priests

^nd the story of the curtailment of their «f mission*

*\ v

5*1 Aurore, -February 17, 1954,
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The hearts of the French people had been opened
to the plight of its destitute, to the conditions of its

working class,

Jh the worldly sense, Christ was a failure. Perhaps
the worker-priests are also a failure* But they have

aroused sensation, even scandal, by bringing light

onto ' conditions and onto needs. For this reason,

they cannot be a failure only, but are also an achieve-

ment ,
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The New York Times

Weekly Newspapers:
Le Canard Enchaine
Temoignage Chretien

Handbooks

, . ; Catholic Encyclopedia, New York, Encyclopedia

Press, 1913.

„ ..Catholic Encyclopedia, Supplement II, New York,*

Encyclopedia Press, 1950.
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STfc Related L* I, D w Pamphlets

Readers of ,1 The Worker Priests" will be inter-

ested in these L. 1# D„ Pamphlets:

. . /The Taft Hartley Act in Action by Jack Barbash,

A keen analysis of the origins and workings of the

law, including a useful tabular comparison with

the Wagner Act f by the former Staff Director of

the Senate Subcomm. on Labor and Labor Manage-
ment. The best study of the subject available,

48 pp. 25*" cents 1954.

. . . The Forward March of American Labor by

Theresa Wolfson and Joseph Glazer, 32 pp. 15*,

1952. An immensely popular, clear, illustrated

history of American trade unionism written for

newcomers to the labor movement.
... World Labor Today, 1945-1952, by Robert

Alexander, 56 pp. 35 *, 1952. The only study

in this country giving accurate and clear details

of the post war labor movement throughout the

world.

... . Labor Looks at Education by Mark Starr.

52 pp. 50* f 1947. The admirable Inglis Lecture

at Harvard University by the Chariman of the

Board of the LID and the educational Director of

the I. L. G. W, U.

„ , , Recent Trends in British Trade Unionism by

Dr. J. J. Barou, 32 pp. 15** 19^5. A scholarly

analysis of the aims , structure and achievements

of the British Trade Unidns.

• -.-.A Program for Labor and Progressives by

Stuart Chase, M.J, Caldwell and 30 others,

Edited by Dr. H. W* Laidler, 48pp # 25*, 1946.

A symposium of progressive thought on the chang*

ing social order, political action and the world
organization.

SOME OTHER L.I.D. PAMPHLETS
**

. . .Democratic Socialism - A New Appraisal,

by Norman Thomas, 32 pp. 25*. A historic re-

statement of -principles and problems.

, . .How Free is Free Enterprise, a Symposium
including George Meany, Mark Starr, T. K. Quinn
and others . Based on the LID ! s 49th Conference^

25*.

. . . The Rijght to Make Mistakes by George S. Counts

A powerful plea for free inquiry. l$f

.

. , .National Health Insurance and Alternative

Plans for Financing Health. Seymour Harris. 25$

. . . The Need for a -Moral Awakening, Walter

]Reuther, Sidney Hook, Jacob Javits and others.

32 pp. 25*.

, . .American Socialism, A Brief History, Orig-

inally written for Current History. H. W. Laidier,

28 pp. 25*.

. ..The British Health Service, Julius Manson. 25*

...World Cooperation for Social Progress, Ralph

Bunche, Paul Douglas and others, 40 pp. 25*-,

. . . Education and the Social Order. John Dewey,

.

15*

. . .Freedom and the Welfare State, Os-car Ewing,

Herbert Lehman, Norman Thomas and others. 25$

Write for the complete catalogue.

Discounts on quantity orders are available as

follow: 100-249, -20%; 250-499,-25%: 500 and

over, -30%.

Order from the League for Industrial Democracy
112 East 19th Street, New York 3, N. Y.
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S d L„I,D, Research Tracts

A new series of objective and unbiased intro-

ductory studies to key problems in our eco-

nomic, political and cultural life.

Previously Published -SLID Research Tract #2-

Steward Training in C, I4 O, Unions, by Mildred

Bersh.
To Appear - Subsidization of the Arts - A new
study of the public support of the arts in the

major countries of the free world,

-The Antigonish Movement- The story of the

Catholic experiment in the development of back-

ward areas through co-ops, unions and study

groups*
Also -Distribution of Wealth in the United States,

Productivity and Protection, and The Internes

in Industry,

We shall be glad to send a sample copy to any one

you name

,

Price for single Tracts - 25£,

Regular trade discounts are offered to book-

stores; libraries, schools, unions and other

interested organisations may purchase larger

numbers of copies at the following discounts:

5-9, 10% ; 10-24,20%; 25-50, 30%\ over 50, 40%.
Subscriptions for 6 issues t $1,00,

Order Blank

Please send the Tracts on

Please send a subscription of 6 issues to

Name
Address
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THE LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY

Object: Education for Increasing Democracy in Our
Economic, Political and Cultural Life,

The L, I, D. in its efforts for Increasing democ-
racy has sought to encourage every movement in

the fields of labor, of cooperatives, of democratic

control and ownership, of social legislation* of

public civil rights, of education and of international

organization, which aims at the preservation,

strengthening and fulfilment of the democratic way
of life.

The L, I, D, , with its half century of experience

in research, publication and education and its high

standing in the community is uniquely fitted to make
and important contribution in fields of social action.

The L*I. D. *s pamphlets, conferences, lectures,

radio programs and city and college chapters do

much to stimulate interest in the principles for

which the league strives.

Membership in the league is open to those who
believe in the League's democratic principles .

Members receive the L. I, D. 's pamphlets, its

quaterly bulletin, and invitations to all its meetings,
**********

To; The League for Industrial Democracy
112 East 19th Street, New York 3, N, Y.

I would like to know more about the L, I.D.

I would like to know more about the S* L„ I. D.

I hereby contribute for the educational work
ofThe LID {can be deducted from income tax)

I would like to become a member of the L, 1. D.

(active member-$3; Contributing -$ 5; Sustaining

$10-100; Life $100 or more, S« L, I, D, $1.

Enclosed find Name
Please note your name and address if different

from the above.

Address
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WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT THE L.I.D,

DEEP INFLUENCE--
^'Since 1905, when Jack London and Upton Sinclair

and a few friends founded the League, it has ex-

erted a profound influence on modern political

development, n

Thomas C. Douglas
Premier of Saskatchewan

MIGHTY FORCE—
"During ali its history the L. I, D, has been a mighty

force fighting for fundamental human ethical values

in economic and social affairs. u

-----Congressman Jacob K. Javits

GRANDLY DONE—
"I have known ana been associated with the League

for Industrial Democracy these many years. In all

those years my admiration has been high and

confidence steadfast. The work the League has done

--particularly in the colleges--has been deeply

needed and grandly done, M

Dr, Harry A, Overstreet,

educator and author of the

best seller, "The Mature Mind"

HEROIC EFFORTS— ' .

"It is in large measure because of the ^persistent

and often herois efforts by organizations such as yours

representing the great and free voice of the American

people, that the United States is today a dynamic and

progressive society, and that democracy assuems

an increasingly vital meaning for every American

citizen. M

<»-—Dr. Ralph J# Bunche,

statesman and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize

The University of Clifcago Library

for industrial Democracy, please fill in and

mail the blank on the last page of this Tract.

THE STUDENT LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL
DEMOCRACY

112 East 19th Street

New York 3, N. Y.

**********

t ABOUT THE TRACTS

S 4 L. L B. Research Tracts represent a new

experiment in the field of publishing. The Tracts

were created to offer to the general reader factual

an-! xmbiased introductory studies to key problems

in our economic, political and cultural life.

Written by university students, the Tracts are

aimed at the college level and are intended to supply

enough material to give the essentials of the subjeci

and yet to serve as guides for further study.

S, L. L D« Research Tracts will cover a wide

variety of subjects, both domestic and international*.

They will include research essays, statistical

studies, translations and bibliographies. Some

will provide convenient reference guide*- to prev-

iously pubHshed-material; others will be original

studies infields hitherto largely unexplored.

W = invite all students who feel that they have .

^
written or are planning a study which would fit\nto

the series to write to us and send their manuscript*!

for our consideration. If you wish more details ^
about requirements, write to the Editorial Board,

SLID Research Tracts,. 11?- E. 19th St. , N. Y. 3.N.1

for a descriptive memorandum.

W-264193



S.L.LD. RESEARCH TRACTS

ON THE CHURCHES AND SOCIAL ACTION

THE WORKER PRIESTS: by Made T. Dubalen

This is the first study to appear in this country of the worker-priest

experiment in France. Working entirely from original documents, the author

gives a step by step account of the conditions which led to the inception of

this program and of the conflict which ended in its curtailment. The author

pictures the movement against the background of French social conditions

and past attempts at social action. "Worker Priests" is a fascinating study

of the problems facing the churches in their economic activities.

TO APPEAR

"The Antigonish Movement", by Harold Lewack (Jan. '55)

Though largely unknown in the United States, this program for the

development of backward areas has had great sucess in Canada. Based on

the building up trade unions, co-operatives and study groups, this pioneer

project has set a pattern which may someday be followed by missionaries

throughout the world. "The Antigonish Movement** introduces you to a

program which could be effectively utilized in the fight against the tyran-

nies of Soviet imperialism and of poverty.

THE INTERNE IN INDUSTRY by Robert Ludwig

OTHER S.L.I.D. RESEARCH TRACTS

"Steward Training in C.I.O, Unions" Focuses Attention on two major prob-

lems in Araeiican life: the question of adult eductation and leadership train*

ing and the problem of rank and file participation in union affairs.

The shop steward is the main link between the worker on the bench and

his union's policies. The problems faced in his training are those to be met

by all who are interested in educating large numbers of people, especially

in the vital areas of teaching and wider implications of everyday work.

"A mature analysis...compares favorably with learned published works.

The N.Y. World Telegrar — *• c»«

"1 have rarely seen ai

meat and little fat... [it 1

m. iiucui

;s* education with as much
rd by every union.

Executive Director, ILGWU

For more about the S.L.I.D. Reserjch Tracts, see the reverse side of

this cover


